
Hurley U13 80 for 9 lost to Kidmore End 85 for 5 by 5 runs 

 

Team : Dawkins, Morgans, J Graham, H Graham, B Williams, Wadsworth, Freed, Pryor, A Williams, 

Savage, Bowler 

Another bright Sunday morning at Hurley with the ground bustling with activity saw all other age 

groups training and the U13 welcome Kidmore End for the second league game of the new season. 

With four changes from the victory against Finch the week before, including three debutants joining 

from Littlewick Green, the team oozed confidence as they warmed up having won the toss and 

invited the visitors to bat.  

Matt Wadsworth shared the new ball with the Chris Dawkins and they bowled steadily against 

watchful batsmen whose shot selection was well matched to the type of ball received. The first 

wicket fell with the score on 27 and it was second change Alexander Williams with Dawkins holding a 

smart catch as Atkinson (15) took one aerial route too many. Newbold (22) batted well and a couple 

of run outs and a wicket each for the Graham brothers saw the innings end on 85-5. The bowling 

was excellent with only 5 wides conceded. The efforts of the bowlers however was not backed up in 

the field with a number of key catches going down, and a bit of sloppiness in getting the ball back 

quickly into Matt Savages gloves/backing up, which Kidmore End profited from with some very sharp 

running. This would prove to be the difference between the sides. 

Hurley opened up with the two Joes, quietly confident that with one retiree we could chase the total 

down, and when Pryor punched a nice drive through the covers things were looking rosy. Things 

rapidly went pear shaped though as a series of ill-advised shots with not a straight bat in sight saw 

the home team collapse to 27 for 5, with a mountain to climb. Unlucky amongst these was Ben 

Williams who was given out to a ball that (a) he didn’t hit and (b) the keeper didn’t catch, but he 

walked off showing no dissent which is commendable – the umpires decision is final. 

A sense of normality was resumed with the partnership that followed between Raff Bowler and Matt 

Freed. Sensible stroke play, combining watchful defence and aggressive shotmaking took Hurley to 

61 before Freed was bowled for an excellent 13 on debut. The game looked up when Bowler’s (24) 

heroics were ended the same way as many of his predecessors (clean bowled).  This was his highest 

score for the club and he batted beautifully. Although the run rate was not an issue, the number of 

wickets lost was, and despite a valiant attempt by last pair Savage and A Williams, Hurley could not 

get over the line, and Kidmore End’s deserved celebrations were in stark contrast to a glum Hurley 

team.  

There were a number of positives; in particular the bowling, but on the batting front I’d like to see 

people play straighter, value your wicket more and take responsibility. A number of guys who got 

runs for us last year have moved up an age group so they can’t win games for us – it’s down to you !! 

Many thanks to Phil for umpiring and Stuart for scoring. A cup game at home to North Maids next 

week. They are a Division 1 team so it will be another good test for us. 

Neil Dawkins. 


